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Wu Tian chatted with Sunn Sheng for a while, then the two went out to eat. After dinner, 
they went their separate ways. 

There was nothing wrong with the company now, the Tianmu Technology and the 
Seafood TV were on the right track, Fortune Restaurant and Huiyue Restaurant were 
also not a problem. 

He was too tired these days, so Wu Tian planned to take a good rest and spend all his 
time on his studies. 

The next day when he went to school, Wu Tian was once again criticized by Teacher 
Mu Ran. She said that he had skipped classes for two days in a row, and had asked 
him to go out of school for practical training to earn credits. 

Accompanying him were his two roommates, Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan. 

As soon as they left the school, the three of them were like flying birds. They 
immediately threw all their financial training out of the window. 

When the three of them saw a beauty on the street, they couldn't help but comment on 
her. 

There were all kinds of girls on the street. 

Some had pretty faces with average figures, while some had devilish bodies with 
frightening faces. 

As the three of them wandered aimlessly down the street, their eyes suddenly lit up. 
They were all attracted by the girls across the street. 

They only saw a beauty in a school dress standing across the street. She should be 
from the school next door. Not only was her figure exceptionally beautiful, her face was 
also extremely alluring. 

"Tian, did you see that girl across the street?" Jiang Wan asked Wu Tian mysteriously. 

"What? Are you interested in her?" 

"I am interested, but I don't have the guts to do it." After Jiang Wan said this, he put his 
head close to Wu Tian, "How about you ask for her phone number?" 



"I'm not interested, no." 

"Help me ask for it." 

"You go." 

"That's boring." Jiang Wan's face fell as he complained, "It's such a hot day. We'll 
accompany you out for training. You won't even let me ask for a phone number?" 

"Alright, I'll help you. Just you wait." Wu Tian fiddled with his handsome hairstyle and 
quickly walked towards the girl across the street. 

Judging from the school dress she was wearing, she was a girl from the school next 
door. 

"Hello, nice to meet you." Wu Tian took the initiative to extend his right hand and smiled 
as he greeted the girl. 

The girl turned around and looked at Wu Tian, and suddenly said: "How happy are 
you?" 

"I …" 

Wu Tian didn't know how to reply and was left speechless. 

He held it in for a long time before saying, "That, can you give me your phone number?" 

"I spent money to buy that phone. Why should I give it to you?" The girl in the short skirt 
asked. 

"I didn't mean that, I meant …" 

"Alright." The girl in the short skirt impatiently interrupted, "A straight guy like you wants 
to tease me? You should go home and play with mud!" 

Having said so, she strode forward, preparing to leave. 

"Halt!" 

Wu Tian's desire to fight was aroused. He didn't have much experience with flirting with 
girls, but he didn't want to give up just like that. 

If he were to return empty-handed, he would be laughed at to death by his two 
roommates. 



"What else do you want?" The girl in the short skirt turned around and asked 
impatiently. 

"You think you can act so brazenly in front of me just because you're beautiful and have 
a good figure?" 

"What!" Hearing this, the girl's face lit up, "I didn't realize that your mouth is so sweet." 

"No matter how sweet my mouth is, I'm not as sweet as you." After Wu Tian said this, 
he stretched out his right hand again, "I'm Wu Tian, it's necessary to get to know each 
other again." 

"My name is Yueyue." The girl in the short skirt shook hands with Wu Tian with her 
hand and said with a face full of expectation, "I'd like to see how you will tease me next." 

"Actually, our teacher asked me to come out and chat up you. She wanted me to come 
out and give a lecture on financial knowledge." Wu Tian seized on her feelings. When 
teasing, he tried to be serious. 

"What a coincidence, I'm also a student of finance, so I would like to hear your lecture 
on finance." Yue Yue crossed her arms across her chest with a curious look on her 
face. 

Her first impression was that the boy was an honest straight guy, and it was repulsive 
that he asked for a phone number as soon as he arrived. 

In just a few seconds, she noticed that the boy's entire temperament had changed. 
Even the way he spoke was particularly attractive. 

"Alright, then I'll tell you a bit about it." After a period of preparation, Wu Tian began to 
explain the financial knowledge he had learned. 

His explanation was not that rigid. It was a combination of theoretical knowledge with 
daily practice, and he would then verbalize it. 

Only in this way would it be attractive, not dull and boring, so as not to make people 
unable to listen to it. 

And sure enough, Yueyue was fascinated. She listened with relish, and her emotions 
were taken in, and she was completely immersed in it. 

Yue Yue only recovered after Wu Tian finished speaking. She couldn't help but clap her 
hands and applaud, "Oh my god, you're awesome. You're really good at talking." 

She felt that this boy was better at teaching than her teacher. His theoretical knowledge 
was very strong, and he had a unique insight into many aspects of finance. 



That's not important. What's important is that Wu Tian's way of narration is very unique. 
He seems to be able to lead a person's desire and passion, something even a teacher 
would not be able to do. 

"Thank you for your praise." Wu Tian said with a smug smile. 

He was confident enough in his ability to speak. He had touched Professor Tao before, 
so it was easy for him to deal with this girl. 

"Listening to your words is better than reading for ten years." Yueyue quickly took out a 
pen from her bag, wrote down a phone number and handed it over, "Didn't you say you 
wanted my phone number? Here, this is my phone number." 

"Thank you!" Wu Tian received the phone number with a satisfied smile. He finally got 
the phone number for Jiang Wan with his wisdom and ability. 

Just as he was about to turn around and leave, he was grabbed by Yueyue's arm. 
"You're just leaving like that?" 

"Sorry, I forgot to say goodbye." Wu Tian solemnly waved his hand and smiled as he 
said two words: "Goodbye!" 

"That's not right!" 

Seeing that Wu Tian was about to leave again, Yue Yue opened her arms to block Wu 
Tian's path, "Didn't you want to tease me? Why are you suddenly leaving when you 
were halfway through?" 

"Who said I was going to tease you?" 

"If you won't provoke me, then why do you want my phone number?" 

"I asked for the phone for my roommate." Wu Tian could only be honest. 

"What?" Upon hearing this, Yueyue immediately flew into a rage, "Are you asking for my 
phone number for someone else?" 

"Yes!" 

"You, you, you, you …" Yueyue was so angry that she stuttered for a long time. Finally, 
she said, "Forget it, I don't care who you are taking my phone number for. Since you 
have disturbed my heart, you have to be responsible for me." 

His speech just now had piqued her interest towards Wu Tian. She wanted to see how 
this boy would please her. 



"What, are you interested in me?" 

"Yes, I am interested in you." 

"Alright …" Wu Tian didn't know whether to laugh or cry as he opened his mouth. He 
didn't expect to meet such an unreasonable girl today. 

After thinking for a moment, Wu Tian quickly thought of a solution and said 
apologetically: "Sorry, I already have a girlfriend, I can't be responsible for you." 

"You have a girlfriend and you're trying to flirt with me? You're really a scum." Yue Yue 
swung her fist and punched Wu Tian. She turned around angrily and left quickly. 

"I wanted a phone call. I almost lost my virginity." Wu Tian shook his head with a bitter 
smile and returned to the other side of the street with his number. 

At this time, there was no trace of Jiang Wan and Sunn Xiaohao on the other side of the 
street. 

He quickly took out his cell phone and called the two of them, indicating that their 
phones were turned off. 
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"F * ck!" 

Wu Tian cursed in his heart. Only now did he understand that he was tricked by those 
two guys. 

Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan purposely asked him to ask the girl for a phone number, 
purposely saw him make a fool of himself, and the two of them ran away. 

No wonder he felt something was off about the two of them, and laughed so strangely. 

What dog-shit bro, they're really going too far. 

Wu Tian didn't have the heart to give a practical speech, so he planned to return to the 
dormitory to find Jiang Wan and Sunn Xiaohao. He had to properly educate them. 

The two of them teaming up to embarrass him was truly too much. 

When he hurried back to the dorm, he found that other than Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang 
Wan, Mu Ran and Liu Yueyao were also there. 



Before he could react, he heard everyone start to sing together, "Happy Birthday, Happy 
Birthday …" 

Afterward, everyone brought out the cake, fruit, and champagne. There were even a 
few colorful balloons. 

Seeing this, Wu Tian instantly understood that Jiang Wan and Sunn Xiaohao had made 
a joke to him to prepare a surprise for him in this special way. 

His nose twitched, and he felt immensely touched. 

"Thank you for my birthday." Wu Tian bowed deeply towards them to express his joy. 

He hadn't expected Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan to surprise him like this, and he 
hadn't expected Teacher Mu and Liu Yueyao to come to the dormitory for his birthday. 

"Tian, this is our brother's birthday present for you." After the song was sung, Sunn 
Xiaohao handed the two gift boxes over. 

"Thank you!" 

Wu Tian reached out to take the gift box. He knew what was inside without looking at it. 

Although it wasn't expensive, the feelings that were contained within it were priceless. 
No matter how much money you spent, you wouldn't be able to buy it. 

"Tian, it's your birthday. Teacher doesn't have any preparations, so this is for you." Mu 
Ran took off the pen hanging in front of her chest and handed it to Wu Tian. 

Wu Tian waved his hand and politely declined: "Teacher, you've always been carrying 
this with you. It must be very expensive, how could I take it!" 

"Take it. You are worth it." Mu Ran forced the pen into Wu Tian's hand and said 
earnestly, "Teacher hopes that you will always love learning and will always be as 
diligent as you are now." 

"I will. No matter what, I will study hard and live up to teacher's expectations." Wu Tian 
promised while holding the pen. 

Mu Ran smiled inwardly and didn't say anything else. 

At this moment, Liu Yueyao handed over a large box, "Tian, this is a gift from me. I wish 
you a happy birthday." 

"Thank you!" 



Wu Tian thanked him and took the gift box. When he opened it, he found that there was 
a cup inside. 

This cup was not an ordinary cup, but was specially made from Kunlun Jade. From the 
looks of it, it was definitely worth a lot. 

He didn't understand why Liu Yueyao gave him the cup. Didn't he understand that the 
cup implied a relationship between a man and a woman? 

However, he did not say much and kept the cup. 

"Tian, I want to sing a song for you." Liu Yueyao stood up from her chair after giving the 
gift. 

Even before she started singing, Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan could not help but cheer 
and clap. 

Liu Yueyao cleared her throat and began to sing her heart's content. 

She had a good throat, but her pitch was a bit poor. She had been out of tune several 
times. 

However, this did not affect the atmosphere. Overall, it was quite good. 

After the singing, they ate cake and opened champagne. 

Taking advantage of the situation, Wu Tian leaned over and whispered to Sunn 
Xiaohao, "Xiaohao, why is Teacher Mu here in our dorm for my birthday?" 

"Just now, we ran into Teacher Mu when we were buying the cake. Teacher Mu 
followed us when she heard it was your birthday." Sunn Xiaohao explained in a low 
voice. 

"What about Liu Yueyao? How did she know my birthday?" 

"Then I don't know." Sunn Xiaohao shrugged and explained in a daze, "We haven't 
even gone back to the dorm, and we already saw Liu Yueyao waiting outside with a gift 
box." 

"Is that so?" Wu Tian's frown deepened his confusion. 

From the looks of it, Liu Yueyao had already known about his birthday and was 
prepared for it. 

At this moment, Jiang Wan, who was holding a cake, booed, "Teacher Mu, we had a 
birthday before, cakes are not for eating." 



"What's that for?" Mu Ran was puzzled. 

"The cake is all on the birthday star's face, but since you're here today, we don't dare to 
be impudent." Jiang Wan scratched his head awkwardly. 

To be honest, he didn't expect Teacher Mu to take the initiative to come and celebrate 
Wu Tian's birthday. 

She always felt that Teacher Mu took special care of Wu Tian, this made people a little 
jealous. 

"No problem, just pretend that I don't exist and play as much as you want." Mu Ran 
pursed her lips and smiled. 

She knew that she shouldn't be too serious in this kind of situation, so that her 
classmates wouldn't be too reluctant to let her go. 

"Thank you, Teacher Mu." After Jiang Wan thanked him, he bravely wiped the cake 
onto Wu Tian's face. 

Wu Tian naturally fought back with all of his strength and wiped the cake back without 
showing any signs of weakness. 

Sunn Xiaohao couldn't let it go at first, but after seeing the two of them having fun, he 
couldn't help but join in the battle. 

Just like that, the three of them took their cake and started to make a ruckus in the 
dorm. 

Seeing Wu Tian's face like that, Liu Yueyao covered her mouth and laughed. Even 
Teacher Mu couldn't help but laugh. 

The three of them played more and more, and finally began to throw the cake. 

Wu Tian originally wanted to smash Jiang Wan with the cake, but this brat quickly 
dodged and the cake ruthlessly hit Teacher Mu's chest. 

Teacher Mu was wearing a low-necked shirt. After being hit by the cake, she looked a 
little awkward. Her upper body was covered in cream. 

"Teacher Mu, I'm really sorry. I didn't do it on purpose." Wu Tian apologized and hurried 
forward to wipe the cake off Teacher Mu's body with his hand. 

"It's fine." Fortunately, Mu Ran wasn't angry. 



However, after her body was touched by Classmate Wu, her face suddenly blushed and 
she stopped him: "Stop." 

"It doesn't matter, I'll wipe the cream off for you." Wu Tian didn't notice those details at 
all and continued to wipe the cream off Teacher Mu's body. 

At first, he was only wiping his shoulders, but soon enough, he touched something on 
the collar of his shirt. 

" 

Mu Ran exclaimed, her face red as she angrily scolded, "Classmate Wu, where are you 
going?" 

"Right, right... I'm sorry, Teacher Mu, I didn't mean to. " Only then did Wu Tian realize 
something was wrong. He was so shocked that he quickly retracted his hands. 

Teacher Mu had been too focused on cleaning the dirt on her collar that she didn't think 
much of it. 

However, he had accidentally committed a grave mistake. 

"Truly shameless." Mu Ran glared angrily at Wu Tian before she got up and walked 
quickly towards the washroom. 

After being touched by Classmate Wu, his heart thumped like a drum. 

"Teacher Mu, I'll help you wash it." 

Wu Tian wanted to follow in and help, but he was stopped by Mu Ran, "Stand outside, 
don't come in." 

Then she slammed the bathroom door shut and locked it from the inside. 

Leaning against the door, she felt like there was a calf running inside her heart. 

She knew that it was an accident and knew that Wu Tian did it unintentionally, but she 
still couldn't help but blush and feel her heart beating faster. 

Thinking about what had just happened, she felt extremely embarrassed. 
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"Why is Teacher Mu suddenly angry?" Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan couldn't help but 
be confused. 

They didn't see the scene of Wu Tian wiping the cream for Teacher Mu, so they raised 
this question. 

"Perhaps we are playing a little too crazily!" Wu Tian shrunk his head in guilt. 

"Then don't play, let's clean up the dorm." After Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan said this, 
they started to clean up the dormitory. 

At this moment, Liu Yueyao walked over, looked down at Wu Tian's hands, and said 
with a strange expression on her face, "You actually let Teacher Mu …" 

She was rather close to him, so Wu Tian could see every move she made. 

She had just seen Wu Tian clean the cream on Teacher Mu's collar with his hands, and 
his actions were so crude and bold. 

"Shut up!" 

Wu Tian made a silencing gesture, signalling for Liu Yueyao to stop talking so that her 
two roommates wouldn't hear it. 

At the same time, he explained in a low voice, "I just bumped into Teacher Mu 
accidentally. I really didn't do it on purpose." 

"Was it really careless?" 

"Of course I am. Even if you lend me your courage, I still wouldn't dare to belittle my 
teacher!" 

"That's true." Liu Yueyao nodded in agreement. 

She also felt that Wu Tian wouldn't have the guts to do such a thing. 

Furthermore, everything had happened too suddenly. In an emergency, it was an 
instinctive reaction, so he wouldn't think too much about it. 

"You must keep this a secret. Don't tell anyone." Wu Tian said in a low voice. 

If this news got out, not only would his reputation be damaged, Teacher Mu would also 
be in trouble. 



"Don't worry, I will keep it a secret for you." Liu Yueyao promised with a smile. 

Since it was an unintentional mistake, there was no need to spread the news, lest 
Teacher Mu be ashamed. 

While the two of them were talking, the bathroom door opened and Teacher Mu walked 
out. 

At this moment, Teacher Mu had already cleaned up all the filth on her body. She acted 
as if nothing had happened and said, "Fellow students, you guys play first. I still have to 
leave first." 

With that, she turned around and quickly left. From the beginning to the end, she didn't 
even dare to look at Wu Tian. 

"Finally!" 

Wu Tian finally felt relieved after seeing Teacher Mu leave. 

For some reason, it was too embarrassing to make such mistakes in front of Teacher 
Mu every time. 

"Hey, if you touch Teacher Mu this time, will she bully you in the future?" Liu Yueyao 
couldn't help but ask in a low voice. 

"No, Teacher Mu isn't that kind of person." Wu Tian was pretty confident in this point. 

After all, this was not the first time he had intimate relations with Teacher Mu. If she had 
taken revenge on him, he would probably have already been killed. 

Perhaps because Teacher Mu acknowledged his academic abilities, she took good care 
of him. 

"You'd better be lucky if you have time to apologize to Teacher Mu." Liu Yueyao 
suggested with some sympathy. 

"Apologize?" 

"Right." 

"How can I apologize? Should I say to Teacher Mu, "Teacher Mu, I'm sorry. I 
accidentally touched your private parts. I will never touch them again. Please forgive me 
…" 

"Pfft!" 



Before she could finish her sentence, Liu Yueyao could not help but burst out laughing. 
She grumpily said, "If you dare to apologize like this, Teacher Mu will break your teeth." 

"Then how should I apologize?" 

"Stupid, just say that you're wrong. You shouldn't have thrown away the cake to express 
your deep remorse and guilt. Isn't that all?" 

"Makes sense." Wu Tian nodded in agreement and praised, "A woman with a small 
chest is really smart." 

"How annoying, who do you think has small breasts?" Liu Yueyao asked angrily. 

"It's not you." Wu Tian was so scared that he quickly covered his mouth. He had just 
offended Teacher Mu, so he didn't want to offend Miss Liu anymore. 

"Humph!" 

Liu Yueyao snorted and didn't say anything else. She turned around and looked down at 
her collar. 

She had never doubted her figure before, but after hearing Wu Tian's words, she 
couldn't help but feel inferior. 

Wu Tian didn't dare to continue this topic. Thinking about something else, he couldn't 
help but ask: "Yueyao, how did you know I had my birthday today?" 

"My dad told me." 

"Uncle Liu?" 

"Yes!" 

"How did Uncle Liu know my birthday?" Wu Tian muttered to himself. 

He had never mentioned his birthday to Liu Jun before, so Liu Jun must have secretly 
investigated before finding out. 

"My dad knew that it was your birthday, so he told me to bring a present to find you. 
This gift was prepared by him." Liu Yueyao couldn't help but explain. 

"I see." Wu Tian gave a weird smile and turned to look at Liu Yueyao, "Do you know 
why your dad asked you to bring a present for my birthday?" 

"I don't know." 



"Actually, your father wants to match us." 

"You're lying, my dad wouldn't do that. He just wanted to thank you, so he asked me to 
come over for your birthday." Liu Yueyao retorted. 

"Really …" 

"Do you think that our Liu Family members are so despicable that they would come over 
and touch you?" 

"That's not what I meant." 

"You are." Liu Yueyao pushed Wu Tian away and ran out angrily. 

"Hey, I …" 

Before Wu Tian could explain, he saw Liu Yueyao slam the door and walk out, leaving 
an angry back view. 

He didn't know why he had angered this girl. 

Perhaps the words she said a moment ago made Liu Yueyao feel that she had lost a lot 
of face, so she somehow lost her temper. 

Women are a strange animal. They talk and laugh when they are happy and give you 
no chance to explain when they are angry. 

Just when Wu Tian was secretly depressed, Jiang Wan walked over and teased, "You 
angered School Beauty Liu so quickly?" 

"I find women irritable." Wu Tian shook his head with a bitter smile, walked over and laid 
on the bed. 

"You don't understand. Women have to be coaxed." 

"You single dog still dare to teach me a lesson." 

"You …" Jiang Wan choked and asked curiously, "There are many beauties beside you 
right now. There is the beautiful chef Shen Xue, the school beauty Liu Yueyao, and the 
singer Huang Lan. Which one do you like?" 

"I like them all." 

"Tian, you're being too excessive!" 

"How can a man not be tempted?" 



"That's true." Jiang Wan nodded in agreement and asked in a different way: "If you were 
to choose a girlfriend, who would you choose?" 

"I …" 

This was indeed a difficult problem for Wu Tian. 

If he were to choose one of them to pursue, with his current strength, he would definitely 
be able to catch up. 

But the problem was that he didn't know how to choose either. 

Each of these three women had their own good points. Each of them had their own 
good points and good looks, and they were all of the highest quality among the 
goddesses. 

However, the personalities of these three women differed greatly. Elder Sister Lan was 
the standard imperial sister, Fan'er. Shen Xue was delicate and charming, gentle and 
generous. As for Liu Yueyao, she was a dignified and elegant lady. 

"Tian, who did you choose?" After waiting for a long time for no answer, Jiang Wan 
couldn't help but ask. 

"Choose your sister." Wu Tian replied impatiently. He didn't know why Jiang Wan 
suddenly thought of asking this question. 
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"My sister isn't bad, but she's a little fat." After Jiang Wan said this, he climbed onto Wu 
Tian's bed and said, "If you don't mind, then you'll be my brother-in-law in the future." 

"Scram to the side." Wu Tian kicked the brat off the bed. 

Jiang Wan got up from the ground, patted off the dust on his butt and complained, "How 
can you treat your Eldest Uncle like this? Be careful, my sister wants you to kneel 
down." 

"Stop talking already. Do you believe that I'll hit you?" Wu Tian picked up his slippers 
and was about to attack. 

Jiang Wan was so scared that his body shrunk and he quickly hid behind Sunn 
Xiaohao, "Tian, don't do it. It's a pity if you break a pair of slippers, it's more than ten 
yuan!" 



"It's all thanks to your speed." Wu Tian threw away his slippers and took the initiative to 
change the subject. "How's your internship at the company recently?" 

"Not bad. The company's atmosphere is very good. The colleagues are all very 
aggressive. It's just that the number of female colleagues is a bit low." Jiang Wan 
brought up the topic of conversation with the woman once again. 

A few men were chatting about women. 

"Why are you always thinking about women these days?" Wu Tian rubbed his chin and 
looked at Jiang Wan with an evil smile. 

Look at you, there are so many beauties around you. Look at us, we don't even have a 
single woman. 

"I'm telling you, there's no use in thinking about it." Wu Tian changed into a comfortable 
position and fell on the bed. He said to the two of them, "As long as you become strong 
enough, no need to think about it, women will obediently come and find you." 

"I agree with that." Sunn Xiaohao, who was at the side, could not help but blurt out, 
"Tian is an example. Look at him now, he's so outstanding that even the school 
beauties surround him." 

"Why did you bring up this topic again?" 

"Who told you to be so liked by women." Jiang Wan added, "Tian, you have so many 
women around you, how about you introduce a few to us?" 

"Alright, I'll introduce Auntie Wang and Auntie Li to you another day." 

Jiang Wan coughed a few times and almost choked to death on his saliva. 

After coughing for a long time, he couldn't help but complain, "Tian, that's too much. 
Introduce the old auntie to us, leave the pretty girls to you." 

"What's wrong with Auntie, they know everything, they don't even need you to teach 
them." 

"Auntie is so kind, you should keep it for yourself!" 

Wu Tian grinned and said seriously: "Didn't we meet a girl in a short skirt on the street 
before? You told me to get her phone number." 

"We were joking with you, and then we took the opportunity to sneak back in and 
prepare a birthday surprise for you!" At the mention of this, Jiang Wan and Sunn 
Xiaohao couldn't help laughing out loud. 



They were just speaking casually, they didn't expect Wu Tian to actually ask for a phone 
number. 

They could not help laughing to themselves as they recalled the scene of him being 
rejected by the girl. 

"Here!" 

Wu Tian took out a piece of paper from his pocket and handed it over, "That girl's name 
is Yueyue, this is her phone number." 

"Did you really get her number?" Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan were both extremely 
shocked. 

They clearly saw that the girl rejected Wu Tian, so she turned around and left. As for 
what happened after that, they didn't even look at it. 

However, they didn't expect Wu Tian to get a call under that kind of situation. This was 
too f * cking amazing. 

"After I found the phone number, I was even pestered by that girl. Later on, I said that I 
had a girlfriend, so I was able to get rid of the pestering." Wu Tian said with a proud 
smile. 

Sunn Xiaohao and Jiang Wan's exclamations were even more exaggerated. They never 
thought that Wu Tian could easily move that girl. It really made them jealous and 
envious. 

The two of them moved their heads closer and questioned curiously, "Tell us quickly, 
how did you manage to get rid of that girl?" 

"I gave the girl a lecture on finance." 

"That works too?" 

"As long as you put your heart into it, you can do it." After saying that, Wu Tian waved 
the slip of paper in his hand, "Do you want the phone number or not?" 

"I want it!" Sunn Xiaohao snatched the note with a single step. 

"This is mine." Jiang Wan did not show any weakness and rushed forward to snatch it. 

Just like this, Sun and Jiang started tearing up phone numbers for a girl, neither of them 
wanting to retreat. 



In the end, the slip of paper was torn to shreds by the two as they fought over it. Neither 
of them managed to obtain a phone number. 

Jiang Wan couldn't help but shamelessly suggest to Wu Tian, "Tian, the phone number 
is torn apart. Can you help me get another one another another another day?" 

Wu Tian cursed and pointed at his face, "Do you think my face is made around the 
corner of the wall? "Is it that thick?" 

"Don't, don't. Look at how anxious you are." Jiang Wan jumped out of bed and looked 
over at Sunn Xiaohao. "Xiaohao, it's Tian's birthday. What do you think we should do for 
his birthday next?" 

"Of course we're going out for a drink." 

"What a great 'never go home' until you're drunk." Jiang Wan snapped his fingers and 
turned to look at Wu Tian. "Tian, let's go out and drink to help you celebrate your 
birthday." 

"Come, let's go drink." Wu Tian naturally couldn't reject the interest of his two good 
brothers. He turned around and jumped up. 

After the three of them washed up, they changed into clean clothes and left the 
dormitory. 

They found a roadside stall not far from the school, ordered several dozen meat 
skewers, and started drinking and chatting. 

Their conversation revolved around passing girls, and the three of them were still 
commenting about the women on the street. 

"Xiaohao, look at that girl." Seeing the beautiful girl pass by, Jiang Wan's eyes glowed 
with a green light. "Her face is especially pretty. Her big eyes are watery and her skin is 
even more smooth than jade. Especially those two legs, slender and fair …" 

"She is." Sunn Xiaohao nodded in agreement, "This is the prettiest girl we saw tonight." 

"Looking at this girl, I feel like I'm in love." 

"I think I've seen this girl somewhere before. She should be from our school." Sunn 
Xiaohao felt that it was familiar, but he couldn't remember where he had seen it before. 

"Tian, stop eating for now." Jiang Wan snatched the kebabs from Wu Tian's hands and 
asked with a smile, "Can you get that girl's number?" 

"I can't do it." 



Wu Tian refused decisively and continued eating without raising his head. 

He had been fooled by these two brats before, so he definitely wouldn't fall for them 
again. 

"Look, that girl is really pretty." Seeing that the girl was getting closer and closer, Jiang 
Wan said excitedly, "That's not right, she seems to be walking towards us. Tian, don't 
just keep eating, take a look!" 

"You two." 

Wu Tian was unhappy. He slammed his wine cup on the table and complained, "You're 
saying that you want to accompany me for my birthday. Actually, you just ran out to see 
a beauty." 

"Since a beauty is coming, shouldn't I do something?" Jiang Wan didn't listen to Wu 
Tian at all as he busied himself with arranging his hair. 

Sunn Xiaohao sat up straight and looked a little nervous instead. 

He had never seen the two of them pass by like this. Did they really come here for some 
peerless beauty? 

Wu Tian couldn't help but be curious. He slowly turned his head and saw a familiar girl 
walking towards him. 

The girl was wearing a short skirt and was extremely beautiful. Her two tender legs were 
especially pleasing to the eyes. 

 


